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COMMITTEE MEETING

£ Thursday, October 9, 1975

<1

5 United States Senate

6 Select Committee to Study Governmental

7 Operations With Respect to

8 Governmental Activities,

9 Washington, D. c.

10 The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 4:00 o’clock

1 1 p. m in Room 4 07 , The Capitol, the Honorable Frank Church

Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

3 Present: Senators Church (presiding), Mondale, Huddleston,
*

14 Hart of Colorado, Baker, Goldwater, Mathias and Schweiker.

Also present: Frederick A. O. Schwarz, Chief Counsel;

17

1

Curtis R

Ji Baron and

Smothers, Minority Counsel; Charles Kirbow, Frederick

Rhett Dawson, Professional Staff Members
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1 TESTIMONY OF BRONSON TWEEDY

2 The Chairman.' Would you please state your name?

Mr. Tweedy. Bronson Tweedy.

*» The Chairman. Mr. Baron, are you going to commence the

5 questioning?

6 Mr. Baron. Mr. Tweedy, are you aware that you have the

7 right to counsel?

8 Mr. Tweedy. I am.

9 Mr. Baron. You are appearing voluntarily today without

10 counsel?

* “
! Mr. Tweedy. I am.

Mr. baron. Are you also aware that you have the right

1 z : at any point to cease answering questions in order to consult

1 with counsel?

1 i Mr. Tweedy. I am.

IC
Cl
; Mr, Baron. Are you finally aware that all of your Const!-

ki
■;

i
:i tutional rights are intact before the Committee, including vour

1 '■ Fifth Amendment rights?

2 . Mr. Tweedv. I am.

Mr. Haron. Mr. Tweedy, the Committee has been informed thu

■ we have gone over your testimony on the Lumumba case in sorm 
11

?? i* detail in two sessions, one today when you reviewed soma docu

;/ ■ ments that we obtained since your first examination. And 1 

would like to begin by reading a quotation from your first

;■ examination before you had seen these documents.
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messenger

provide the5

carry out6

provide him

with the tools to carry out such an assassination namely

9

i j

asked your opinion as to the truth of testimony we hadwere

received from Dr. Gottlieb

that he received from Dr. Gottlieb, where the Chief of Station

' testified

when asked your opinion about the truth about the' Gottlieb

testimony

would real!vis nothing in my experience with the Agency that

And thet waa at naq a

your transcr1 pt.

in 11qhtHave your answers to those

today ?of your review of the documents

tra nsc

TOP SECRET

from the Chief ofexcuse me.

that point whatsoever.bear on

you respondedof the Chief of Station

questions changedtwo

the assassination of Lumumba if possible and also

Station

Thar ethat

in your testimony of that, same session when youLater oil

At that

You said No. I do not

time I asked you: Do you have any knowledge of a

E have not had a chanca to read theTwaadv.Mr .

I started reading it th:As you know,of my first testimony.

At page 30 of the-transcript of your examination on

September 9th# I would like to ask you whether today's review of i

documents has changed your answer to this question

from CIA Headquarters having co go to the Congo to

Chief of Station in the Congo with instructions to

poisons and medical equipment for administering them?

who was in Leopoldville at that time, about a visit

that he received poison and instructions fromEDr.



1

2

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

morning but did not gat a chance to gat through it.

to ba something incomplete with

there is no question in reading

morning,which

years, that a

with material

There seems■

I had not seen in

that answer of mine

the documents that

the better part of

man did go out from Headquarters and

I

however,

read th is

fifteen

was provided

which you mentioned and had a discussion along

these lines with the Chief of Station

Ha did not, however, go out with Instructions to the Chief

of Station without further reference to Headquarters to set

about assassinating Lumumba

your

of a

Mr. Baron. In your answers that we have just reviewed i

first examination, you indicated that you had no knowledui

mission by Dr. Gottlieb to the Congo and that there was

nothing in your experience in the Agency that would really bear

on the question whether such a mission was undertaken or what

the character of it was.

Has the review of the documents today refreshed your

recollection to some substantial degree?

Mr. Tweedy. What. T was certainly trying to say the first

time, and I repeat it, I said I had no recollection offPr.

Gottlieb qoina to the Congo, but if the Chief of Station said

he wag there, I was perfectly prepared to believe the Chief of

Station.

I have now reviewed these documents. I recall the circum-

stances in which thesa things occurred, and there’s no question

TOP SECRET



do not reca11

exactly what was about it but

was saying to ma was that thare was agreement.

in Washington, that Lumumba must be removedpolicy agreement

the Congo was

of its development; and that among tha possihil-at that stage

elimination was indeed assassination.ities of that

of the detail of that conversation with Mr. Missel 1 .In terms

cannot go any further than that. This certainlyI really wa s

the gist of it.

consideration towith you

assassinate Lumumba had been made?

that was a cable that went out to the field from the Director,

TOP SECRET

the policy level where theabout

Bissellwhat Mr,

sn«c i f ic .at any

that Dr

Africa,

sa id but there was no question

initiated with me as I think I told youand

I was merely telling you at that time, what I could

Bissell anyWas Mr.Baron. mor a

as I recall it

I did. In factMr. Tweedy. Yes the first conversation.

of 1960

Tha most authoritativesir.Tweedy.Mr. statement o:;NO

Gottlieb went to th® Congo

did you have conversations with Richard Bissell where

remember, and there was an awful lot that I did not and do not

Mr. Baron. To move: to the period when you were Chief of

the Africa Division and Richard Bissell was DDP in the summer

th® subject of the assassination of Lumumba arose?

that I ever had on the subject.was one he

from the position of control and Influence in the Congo or that

going to be in serious trouble and thus



2

5

6

7

a

else.

It did not exclude assassination?

You are referring to the cable of August

from Allan Dallas to the Chief of Station in the Congo.

I saw it whenthat16

oven

th i s seems odd.

sing to the Station the tyn^ of

carha in 1v would have seen it

talksf irst talk or in any subssguent

cable?

TOP SECRET

field.such a message to the

that he had to passauthority

or had a hand in draftingmight have done,

instructions, I might even have drafted it,

its way out.on

DullesIt was basicallv Mr. cable exors

indeed it did not.No

to assassination or anything

At this ooint,it want out. I could not

tell you. On

Washington I cannot

I do not know.it

s po < aWhenBdror..Mr . vou

for the removal of Lumumba When I say removal I mean by

The Chainnan. 'yher e

aither in thenissell,to .Ar ,

I suspect, again I cannot be sureTweedv.Mr.

Mr. Dhlles, which implied to me there was policy agreement in

When I say policy agreement in Washington

be more specific because I never knew any more specificity. ' .

However, it was perfectly clear that the Agency felt that it

bad some sort of policy consensus in Washington about the need

whatever means; this does not necessarily have to be confined

a political way of doing it

&

10 Mr. Baron.

11
j Mr. Tweedy

! Mr. Baron.

you seen that cable shortly after it was sent?



Mr. Baron. Tab 2 in the Senator's packet.

The Chairman. Thank you.

Mr. Baron. In your talks with Mr. Bissell, where the 

subject- of the assassination of Lumumba was raised in any 

fashion, did Mr. Bissell move from this .general information 

to you that the subject had been opened at very high levels 
s 

to asking you to proceed to explore means to getting access to 

Lumumba for the purpose of assassinating him?

Mr. Tweedy. The purpose of his conversation with me was 

to initiate correspondence with the Station for them to explore 

with Headquarters the possibility of this, that is assassina

tion, or indeed any other means of removing Lumumba from power. 

In other words, the purpose of the exercise was to tell the 

Station what Headquarters had in mind, diving it some idea of 

the* policy background of it, and than to have the Station 

start reviewing possibilities, assets, and discussing them with 

Headquarters in detail in the same way *-hat we would with any 

operation, whether it was as sensitive as this, or less so.

It was, in other words, the initiation of quite normal 

operational dialogue between Headquarters and the field, apm! 

from the fact that it was an unusual subject.

Mr. Baron. At some point after the series of con ver sa t i o;: 

with Richard Bissell, did you have a conversation with Sidney 

Gottlieb “about a mission that he was to undertake in the 

Congo?

TOP SECRET



Mr. Tweedy.

correspondence,

9

.I was certainly reminded of that in this 

as I think I told you in the first instance,

If Gottiiebvwent to the Congo 

have seen him before he went, 

clear that I did. The actual 

no more clear to me now as is 

On the other hand, I do think

there is nO‘question that I would

This traffic makes it perfectly 

content of that conversation is 

revealed in this cable traffic, 

that is the gist of It.

8

&

Mr. Daron. You are referring to the cable that appears in

Tab 3, a cable of September 19th that you signed and Richard

10 Bissell signed and dispatched to the Chief of Station in 

Leopoldville telling him that Sid from Paris, a man who would 

announce himself as Sid from Paris, would be coming soon to 

Leopoldville to explain an assignment to the Chief of Station.

a

Mr. Tweedy. That is correct.

The Chairman. ^Sid^from Paris being Dr. Gottlieb?,

Mr. Tweedy. Yes, sir.

Mr. Baron. . As we discussed earlier today, you do have 

recollection of setting up a specially restricted channel of

communication by this cable which would hold all communications 

on this operation:to the eyas Only of tha Chiee of Station , 

is that correct? ’ 
f

Mr. Tweedy. t Yes. This was done immediately after my

first discussion with Mr. Bissell.

Mr. Baron. Do you remember any instance where Mr. Bissel) 

asked you to speak ; to Dr . Gottlidb and g i va him this assignment ?

TOP SECRET
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1

2

6

7

8

9

10

10

Mr. Tweedy. No, I do not. My assumption would be that 

he would have had the first conversation with Dr. Gottlieb and 

quite routinely have said, now you talk to Mr. Tweedy, Chief of 

the Division, before you go out.

Mr. Baron. Would you assume in this normal course of

operations in the DDP at that point you would have spoken to 

Bissell before you spoke to’ Gottlieb^ebout this mission?
*• ______

Mr. Tweedy. Inevitably, I think, I think^GottlieMwas in 

effect sent by Mr. Bissell. He was not sent by me. |Mr. Gottli 

I think’Dr. Gottliab\ was, at that time, an assistant to Mr.

Bissell. He was not my assistant. I would not have sent him.

2^ Mr. Baron. As best you can recall, what instructions did

22 1 you give to’Dr. Gottiieb^when you met with him?

. . . Mr. Tweedy. This is very general, but I think it covers

■] it: to assist the Chief of Station in his operational planning 
" “ ij

for this particular purpose.

Mr. Baron. Would that planninn have included planninn for

the assassination of Lumumba?

Mr. Tweedy . Spec if ical 1 v, I do not think Dr. GottVieb ’ 

would have been there to discuss Constitutional means of over

throw of Lumumba. He was there for one purpose only. He was 

a technician. He had this material with him. Ha was thus 

to act, as I think, a technical advisor or. these matters to 

the Chief of Station. I do not think he was to be th-ere as a

general operational advisor. That was not within his competent

TOP SECRET
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2

5

his training, or

assignment.

Mr. Baron.

Mr. Tweedy.

anything else. It would not have been his

What did you tell'Dr, Gottlieb about the source

of authority for this mission?

I am not sure I told him anything. I assumed

that came through Mr. Bissell.

Mr. Baron. I will represent to you, as I did earlier today,

that Dr. Gottlieb testified that in his conversation with you

you

the

..
ind icated to him that you were giving him this miss ion

authority of Richard Bissell.

Would that be consistent with the way you operated at

t i ?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes. The only thing that is wrong there

the us« of the verb I was not sending him to the Congo.

routinely checked, probably on Mr. Bissell's instructions

on

tha t

i

with

me, Chief of the Africa Division. Ha had already been given

his march1ng orders to go to the Congo by Mr . Bissell, not by

Mr. Baron. You would assume that/ Dr. Gottiieh had a

Separate conversation, with Richard Bissel I , where Richard nisst

told him, it is time for you to go to the Congo and deliver n

lethal material and a certain set of instructions to theChiet

of S ta t ion .

Mr. IVeedv. 1 cannot assume what was said in such a

conversation, but thatjDr. Gottlleb‘ta1ked ’to Mr. Bissell before

TOP SECRET
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1 ha want to the Congo is without question. I do not know what

2 was said. I assume tha general outlines of the purposes of

j him going to the Congo were discussed, and I would be discussing 
h

them with him in greater detail.

5 ! Mr. Baron. Turning to Tab 6 of the Senator’s books, I‘a

6 referring to a cable we reviewed this morning issued on

7 September 27th by the Chief of Station and sent to you, Eyes

8 II Only, at the CIA Headquarters where the Chief of Station indi-

9 cates that he contacted Gottlieb on the 26th of September and

Id they w®r» on the same wavelength.

; 1 ; Mr. Tweedy. Which one is this?

1: / Mr. Baron. This should ba marked number 6.

1 ? ‘ Mr. Twoady. Oh, yes, excuse me.

i“ Mr. Baron. It begins, "Iden Ref contacted 26 September."

.: ■ In this cable, the Chief of Station indicates that ha had had
I
I!
|! two talks with I Dr. Gottlieb. He and-.nr. Gottlieb had been 

‘ ' ■ !

considering a list of possibilities as follows.
i

In paragraph 3 at the bottom of the next page, the Chief

of Station says, "Plan proceed on basis priority as listed 

above unless instructed to contrary."

And paragraph A on the first page was Chief of Station's 

top priority plan wh ich re la t ad to recalling a carta in agent

from Stanleyville and havinn him take refuge with Big Brother.

The cable cont inuen, ' "would thus act as inside man to brush. u:> 

details to razor edge."

TOP SECRET
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1 Having reviewed this cable early this morning, is it your

understanding, Mr. Tweedy, that Big Brother refers to Lumumba?

5 Mr. Tweedy. Yas, I do.

Mr. Baron. That this was a report from the Chief of

Station to yourself informing you that the top priority plan would

be to recall an agent from Stanleyville and ask that agent to

7 | infiltrate the entourage of Lumumba where he could assess the 

a I possibility for poisoning Lumumba, would that be your under-

9 'I standing?
] p I] Mr. Tweedy. Evantua 1 ly, when a number of other steps had 

j ' : taken place before and they would, for example, have included

j ]p a discussion between the Chief of Station and th is an ent wh ich

c ' j ; would hava made c1aar to the anent what this was all about. 
*

iAt this stage, he had no idea of 11, and our series of

v, h exploratory cables between Leopoldville and Headquarters 

outlining the degree --JSchotrof f aXis his name -- |Sc^o^roJ^e^sJ

j - • access to the entourage, what he■found out and whether any of 

।this basically bore on the feasibility of the operation.

§ , Mr. Baron. This was one of a series of cables where the

c , Chief of Station was reporting on his attempt of findinn means

. of access to Lumumba for the purpose of no i goning him?

Mr. Tweedy, Throughout this who la per i od , the activity of

; the Chief of Station in correspondence with. Headquarters was

; ,, . exploratory.

Mr. Baron. Wha«- was being exp lor ed was the means of access

TOP SECRET
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1 to Lumumba for the purpose of assassinating him?

2 | Mr. Tweedy. That was one of the things that was being

j| explored. The other thing explored and constantly under review

'• -I was the whole situation of Lumumba and were there other alter-

& ll natives. That does not appear in this particular cable; it

6 ^appears in others.

7 Mr. Baron. Turning now to Tab 9 of the Senator's books,

8 this is the cable of October 7 which you received in the Eyes
I

9 ’ Only channel from the Chief of Station which indicated that

Bl ^Gottlieb had departed from Leopoldville for America on the

; 5th of October, and it says: "View expiration date his

2 / materials. However left certain items of continuing usefulness

K ■ Gathman" -- which'is a pseudonym for the Chief of Station whom

1 ■; we have been calling Hedgeman ~~ "Gathman plans continued

10 try implement op."

Does that indicate that you received a report from the

17 Chief of Station that he would continue to try to implement 
1 ‘J

1this operation against Lumumba even after Gottlieb had left

2? the Congo?

Mr. Tweedy. He would continue to explore the possib 11 i t i r. 

of this operation and continue to report to Headquarters. That 

is all that this means.

It does not mean with the disappearance of Gottlieb he 

would try to pull off the operation without further reference

to Headquarters. It just means a continuation despite the

TOP SECRET



1 disappearance of?r’Gottlieb'and his materials that the Chief of

Station would continue to examine the possibilities of carrying

this out.

* l Hr- Daron. lie was to continue# in your mind# at least up 
I

5 | until the point where he had determined there was a feasible ।

6 means of assassinating Lumumba?

Would that be correct?

Mr. Tweedy. I would put it more broadly than that. I

9 would say that he was to continue to explore it to determine

10 whether or 
i ■ ll could come

not there was a feasible means. He perfectly well

to the conclusion that with the hardest work in the

; ;; world that he could see no way to do it. That would have beer.

]/, J' a perfectly acceptable conclusion to Headquarters, because a

i decision would have to ba made professionally.

1 j || Mr. Baron. Turning to Tab 12 of the Senator ' s books, thev 
ii

i' is a cable that you sent in this Eyas Only channel to the Chief

>7 ,, of Station on October ISth, which is the week after'Dr. Gotti i e

' had left the Congo. In this cable, you ar« saying, you are

referring first of all to another cable sent on the sama dav 

that was not sent through the Eyes Only channel, and then* 

reassuring this Chief of Station that j^yCAK, which is a

c)X
pseudonym for Lumumba, is it not?

Mr. Tweedy

Mr. Baron.

It

Tha t

is .

wa s still a stumbling block and

that it was ’increasingly apparent that all studying Congo

TOP SECRET



situation closely and his disposition spontaneously becomes

number one consideration."

In the second paragraph, you told the Chief of Station:

|| "Raise above so you are not confused by any apparent duplication 

I referring to the other cable. "This channel remains for

specific purpose you discuss with colleague also remains highest

priority.

Was the colleague that you ware referring to;,Dr, Gottlieb?

Mr, Tweedy, Without doubt.

Mr. Daron. What did you mean by disposition spontaneously?

Mr. Tweedy. The English of tha*- cable, as I mentioned

this morning , is absolutely apoa11 ing.

j What I am actually saying is, wherever you talk to people

i like wa did with the French, as I mentioned in the next sentence

: ji or anyone is studying the situation in Africa, they all came

if r up with the same conclusion, that there was to be no solution

to the Congo with Lumumba still in powar,or in a nosltlon of

overcoming it.

Mr, Daron. To summarize what we discussed this morninn, 

despite the series of cables and the indication here that 

Lumumba's disposition spontaneously was the number one consider

ation and highest priority. You are still maintaining that 

the Chief of Station was not empowered to go through with

assassination, wi thout. checking back with IIaadouar*• ers?

Mr. Tweedy. That is correct.

TOP SECRET
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Mr. Baron. I have no further questions at this point

(Whereupon, Senator Church left

Senator Goldwater. Mr. Tweedy,

the hearing room.)

how long did you serve

with tha CIA?

5 Mr. Tweedy. I started with CIG on the let of May, 1947 and

6 served until March, 1973

7 Senator Goldwater. You have had experience with intelli

b gence gathering agencies all around the world, I assume, or

c

i

9

10

JU 9 f ?

Mr. Tweedy. A considerable number, yes, sir.

Sanator Goldwater,

agencies such as the CIA

everything that is going

Is it common practice in intelligence

for a lot of people to know about

on, or am I right in assuming that

there are many things that, you do in the intelligence field.

particularly the covert field, that the man sitting next to you

may know nothing about. Is that correct?

Mr. Tweedy. That is correct, sir Compartmentation was

vary heavy in CIA. There were a great many things going on that

I never knew anything about and do not know to this day.

Senator Goldwater. Is that not in your experience the

most successful form of intelligence gathering? Is that the

British practice?

Mr. Tweedy. Tha only way that you can run an

organization, in my view, i s interna 11y .

Senator Goldwater. You have been with the CIA actuallv

TOP SECRET
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1 since before its conception I want to ask you, and of your
{A

w
w 2 experience, what you think as a professional of the men in the 

CIA, men and women?

'• h Mr. Tweedy. I came away from a career in intelligence in

5 ! March of '73 with rather strong convictions. I might preface

6 ray remarks here in answer to your question, Senator, by saying

7 | i was in intelligence during the War, I was in Naval Intelli-

8 genes. This was not OSS, but I was in intelligence. It also

9 ! determined me, if the circumstances permitted, to make a
P' I) career of intelligence after the War, and after the difficulty

3

4
c 
K

S

i; of making the right contacts and so on and so forth, eventually

i: it worked and I snent a career in CIA.

] :• I have two very strong impressions of that experience.

jOne of them has to do with my colleagues, the personnel of the

1'i Agency, who I found to be a remarkably talented group. The 

] f; ' second was, and it was something that I think all of us were 

] 7 11 basically proud of, the esprit de corps was at a vary high 

i .. level and resulting from esprit da corps, as it usually does, 

; . discipline was equally of a verv high level, and it came qult5 

; naturally, this was not a matter that ha d to be incu 1 cated a

7 beater, into iunior officers, it came gu i * e naturally because 

7; this was quite clearly the way the organisation was run, and 

7; basically, wa were proud of it.

. i have never regretted for a second my carear, and I am

very proud of it and my associations.

TOP SECRET
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1 Senator Goldwater, Are you still close to the members of

I 
*
r
4

2 the CIA, your old friends?

Mr. Tweedy. Obviously I have a great many friends who are .

5

6

still serving. This is increasingly not the case as retirements

are catching up with my colleagues, but I do keep abreast of

Agency affairs to the extent I can. I do not attempt to inter-

7 fer* with them. At their request, I did a consultation job in

8 th* Agency this summer. It's the first time I was asked to do

9 it. I was very glad to do it. I found it interesting

10 stimulating, I was glad to be back. I do not necessarily

IJ expect to do it again. However, if they asked me, I would if

I thought I could be of any help.
c

Senator Goldwater, have you ever known of any actions

14 or activities to be taken in a precipitous manner in the CIA?

Mr. Tweedy. That is a very broad question, Senator.

not quite sure how to answer it.

As in every organization, I have certainly seen decisions

taken and actions implemented that might have bean better

considered. This includes me, and there are a number of things

that professionally I would have done different if I had been

gifted with the hindsight I have now.

But on the whole, I would say the mark of the Acencv was

not irresponsibi1ity.

Senator Goldwater. I asked that, because the

the

attack or.

CIA is probably the strongest I have seen in my life in

TOP SECRET



politics, and I

undertaking as

might be, would

cannot follow the

an assassination,

be a subject that

locker room at some lower level.

covert decisions

they do not start

Mr. Tweedy.

idea that such a serious

regardless of who the target

would be dreamed up in the

Those decisions and other

in my opinion, have to start someplace, and

at the bottom.

I would agree with you, sir. My experience

in this particular case the only one of its kind that I have

ever had any experience with — indicate exactly what you say.

I never felt at any time that I was onerating in a

vacuum. I never had the Impression that any of my

felt that, they ware either.

Senator

Senator

What is

ity?

policy

seniors

Goldwater. That, is

Huddleston. I just

your

Mr. Tweedy.

the Agency and it

concept of the

all the questions I have.

have a few questions.

term higher or highest author -

highest authoritv was a term that we used

was genarally recognized as meaning the

President, and I would like

this context.

I ha v ts

Anai

the

tha t a 1thouq!

asident

role and passel

the Secretary
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(A
**

* K
>?

J of Stats or whoever? I have no idea.

* 
f

c

2 I merely felt that the concensus at the policy levels of
i

|j government were that.Lumumba must go and that discussion of the
■I

< feasibility of assassination was at least part of this. I cannot

5 ;’i to any further than that.

6 r Senator Huddleston. Do you recall being told specifically 
i

7 that this operation had the approval, or was, in fact, the

8 policy of the highest authority?

9 ‘ Mr. Tweedy. No, sir, I do not recall that. Highest
10 J authority was normally used in cable traffic, so we did not hav^

■ : to say the President. I do not recall that the word "highest

Z ; . authority" in connection with this particular operation was

] ?. d used .

] Senator Huddleston. It is not an unfamiliar term? It was

] used during your experience in the Agency?

In ■; Mr. Tweedy. Yes, certainly it was. It was sometimes

nacossary for example, that Headquarters would come to the fi-1d

and say, you will understand, I’m not talking atout this 

operation, but just generally, vou will understand, that in a 

matter of this kind, it will require thr. approval or highest 

authority. ..nd normally tins »ie,inl in my mind, overseas, the 

40 Committee or its several equivalents, most of which decisions 

were referred to the Presidnr.t. That is basically what it

I m«ant.

tape l#u ,
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Senator to your

indlvidua1

form of

instructions may coma?

and, as T have tried to make

clear in my previous testimony, this Involved the launching of

the idea with the field so they in turn could make the proper

of this,

had found a way to do the job. lust to carrv it out with no

f ur then ref arene a. So it never occurred to me or anybody else ,

in the position of the Chief of Station in Leopoldville to feel

■ that he had that kind of delegated authority.

Senator Huddleston.

to assassination?

sir .Case,

; Ill

no lack of understanding that Head-Mr .

At no point did Headgua rtexplored.quarters

important heIt said, it

TOP SECRET

by any means, of an individual

ramovad. Among the tools of

I'Wdedy . W« had

wanted th is

Tweedy. We are

of under standing?

ever say

Huddleston. What types of action come

mind when the instructions come down that a certain

must be removed or possibly eliminated, or whatever

Mr. Tweedy. This is the only case that I personally was

ever involved with. What we were talking about, was the removal,

operational explorations into the feasibility

reporting in all detail back to Headquarters for guidance. At

no point was 1 he field given carta blanche if they thought the”

Removal would include all tha way up

now taikina about in this specific

f iMd , ha is to be assassinated at all costs .
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1

2

5

6

7

9

removal is assassination, you will explore it and report

Senator

instructions

tha Director

Chief?

the

Huddleston. Is it common within

of this nature ba handed down in

to the Deputy Director for

Mr, Tweedy. Not the

Station Chief to cone

Senator Huddleston

Mr. Tweedy. Or send

Plans

Station Chief

back.

A cable would

the Agency, that

oral fashion from

to tha Station

unless you actually ask

have to be used?

a messenger personally out

IP

o 
c

K

Normally on something like this, as it happened in this

case, Mr. Bissell talked to Mr. Dulles and Mr. Bissell talked

to me dud he <1 if! not sit down and write a memorandum to ma, 

I am virtually a hundred percent sure.

Senator Huddlaston. Ts it your beliaf that partici pant s

]in these kinds of discussions had very explicit understandings 

about what each was talking about? No possibility, virtually

1? no possibility that there would be a misunderstanding as to

iwhat the instructions w^re ar.d what, tha limits were?

- , Mr. Tweedy. Hea1ly the on1y people that were sar ious1v

involved with this were in the field, the Chief of Station; 

if you are talking about operational detail, myself and mv

.... deputy, with Mr. Bissell included, to the extant that he needed 

to get into the onerati or.a 1 date i1 .

On that score, 1 would sav Dlo misunderstanding whatsoever, 

,,f i Sena tor Hudd 1 eston . Mr . Bissell's commonicati on with th^
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Director of the CIA would ba such that they would have no 

2 misunderstanding?

Mr. Tweedy. I always assumed so, sir. Obviously, again, 
j4 i’

j1 I cannot comment specifically,

;! Senator Huddleston. Given their experience and their
I

$ | knowledge of each other and the knowledge of the operation ~~

Mr. Tweedy. They ware very close personally, Mr. Bissell 
p p
h

$ j and Mr. Dulles, and Mr. Dulles had personal affection for him

9 j enormous respect for him, intellectually and professionally 

Senator Huddleston. Even the communication between the
i!

1 ; National Security Council and the Director or the CIA who was

, a member of the Council, it was not likely that there would b-.

a great deal of misunderstanding there between what you tea 11 y

1 •’ are talking about, although there is no written order?

1 Mr. Tweedy. That would have been my assumption, Senator.
16 Ji Senator Huddleston. Senator Schweiker?

IV ■' Senator Schweiker. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Tweedy, in the August cable that. Allen Dulles sent *"O 

Chitof of Station, he started out with the words "In high 

quarters here. " Who t do^s tha meai. to you, "in hi uh quartern 

here”?

Mr. ’IV a tidy. The pol icy level . As I say, I cannot necesse 

say it included a specific conversation with the President, ’ * 

Certainly, ii. my view, would have involved the National Securit

Council, the advisor to the President, Secretary of State.
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9

I mention the Secretary of State» because later on in the cable»

■Dulles .says to ths extent that tha Ambassador desires to be

consulted, you may ssek his concurrence.

perfectly content to have this discussed

5

8

Mr. Dulles was

with the State Depart-

ment in the field, i.e., the Enbassy, if this should prove to

he necessary *

Senator Schweiker. Mr. Bissell testified before this

Committee that fin high quarters here” meant

him. I assume that you are not as convinced

Bissel1 ?

Mr. Tweedy. I do not think it a question

the President to

of that as Mr.

of conviction.

was closer to the pol icy level than I was; ha would have a bet t i

f ad1 for

specific

Director

this than I would. He never exp la ined to me what th-

policy level decision was. Ha was the one Executive

who would talk

ably — I do not say he

may even have taikad to

I did not.

Senator Schweiker.

directly with the Director. Conceiv-

did

the

Ha

not, and I do not say he did

senior members of tha government;

also testified that tha furthe

part o f the oaraoraph, consequent 1y we co nc1ude that hi s

that ramova 1 meant assassination.

Does that or does that not concur with vou?

Mr. Tweedy. It dots not concur; it would refer to assa s *

sination but not exclusively.

Senator Schweikar. It goes on to say

TOP SECRET
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•xpendituras of up to $100,000 to carry out any programs in 

which you do not have tha opportunity to<^consult. Please 

advise."

Does that not mean to you, hare is $100,000, do with it as j 
i 

you want, you do not have to consult if you do not have the 

opportunity?

Mr. Tweedy. This is certainly the way it would read. I 

read it, and I think I read it at the time, when you are talking 

about that kind of money and crash programs, what you are talking 

basically are political action type programs, not assassination 

type programs.

Senator Schweiker. Of course —

Mr. Tweedy. The beginning of that paragraph says, "Hence 

wo wish to give you wider authority," at cetera, at cetera, 

"including more aggressive action, if it can remain covert."

Senator Schweiker. What does the term mean, "more 

aggressive action? How aggressive can you get, even more 

aggressive, "including even more accr«ssive action, if it can 

remain covert" meaning if you can get away with it.

Mr. Tweadv, Correct.

My own belief is, because quite frankly I cannot recall 

what, this had specific reference to -* my belief is that t b. i • 

had reference to general political action along the lines o* 

mounting successful political operations against. Lumumba , whi'-- 

is the sort of thing that, would cost, a lot. of money.
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down.

of what

was

authorization for an assassination?

simple

down to

9 as many

Lumumba

c^rte i r. 1 v *-hp Chief of Station’s mind that whan ev«rv-

was

not necessarily to be expected.was

eVa on the whole spectrum of possibilities of netting ridhis

agent

Since hehe s r a *• *

in which the ag^nt testified,

TOP SECRET

we know now,

politically or anv o*her wav .of Lumumba,

tuko the ucinon,

askad an 'figent to kill Lumumba,he

declined to kill him, the other saving that he would

aner.t to no down ar.i doasked another

Senator Schwilkar Of course* we know now that at the

it was incumbent upon theThus Chief of Station to keen

mind, and I think in Mr. Bissells mind a clear rea1i zation

In light

not necessarily to be expected. Maybe it would, hut it

besides assassination. certainly in mvIt. was always

the Congo

dad Lr.ad . He

thing had been examined, successful way of do I no assassination

Mr TWeedy. sir I do not believe soNo for the

We know two thinns now in light ofSchweik er,5a ndtor

i sthis .

very shortly about th® sama tine we w«r® sending poison

there, certainly it was not political action.

would it not mean fairly clearly that this

reason that although we sent Dr.' Gottlieb' and his mater

the Chief of Station was always exploring.

of these cables Indicate, other means of getting rid of

seams to verv likelv that this lanaua<h



1 has to rafar to that kind of authority, or I cannot saa how

Mr■. Bissall would have raspactad -- you say you raspect Mr.

Bissell and ha operates within ths CIA system. Is it not

4 i1 inconceivable to you that he could be doinq this without this 
n

5 !i kind of authority?

6 | Mr. Tweedy. No, it is not.

7 'I Senator Schweikar. Ha would be doinq it without author i tv
i;

y f Mr. Tweedy. No, it is not within my belief Of Mr. Bissell b h
g ' that he would ba doinq it without authority.

I,-, I Senator Schweikar. All riqht.

Ona other point. It says,consult this Ambassador if he

desires or you may seek his concurrence if he desires it, and

anv particular case he does not wish to ba consulted, you can 

act on your own authority where time does not nermit referral

i here.

I cannot imaqine a more blank check wordinq, sayino, eirs 

consult the Ambassador if he wants to bo consulted. It also 

says in that particular case where ha doas not wish to ba

consul t ad , you h<ivt vour own 

hara. I thin!; that this is < 

speculatin'! on earlier, that 

decision, when in fact it se< 

here is authority if time does

Mr . Twaedy . I car. only 

was always my und erstand i r.q ,

authority without conferring hac>

t variance with ♦■he point von w*r-- 

we had to have the final qo 

ms to me that that line says, 

not permit referral hers.

assure you, Senator, that this

not ever, und er s t and inn , it was rui
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1 routine, that in any kind of an operation as sensitive as was

involved in ths United States that there would be no blanket

5

6

delegation of authority to the field. Although I quite under-

ii stand your point hers, I can only assure you that that is the
;i
i| way I felt about it then, feel about it now, and believe this

i opinion was shared by the Chief of Station.

7

8

9

1G

] 1

1 r

i 
i
I

i

Senator Schweiker. That you can act on your own authority 

does not mean that to you?

Mr. Tweedy. Not to pulling a trigger or administering 

poison or what have you.

In other words, we do not want to hear anything about it.

If you find a chance to do it, do it and renort later, no.

Senator Schweiker. Mr. Tweedy, have you ever heard of the 

words Health Alteration operation?

Mr. Tweedy. What was that?

Senator Schweiker. Have you ever heard the words Bea1 th

Alteration Operation?

Mr. Tweedy. Never.

Senator Schweiker. Have you ever h-tard of a Health Alter- 

atiop Committee chaired by a Hr. Harman Horton?

Hr. 'IVdidv. No.

Senator Schwiker. Art vou familar that an effort ever

was made to s^nd a biological a<ient to incapacitate Iraqi 

Coloua1 Kahi 1 Mahdawi?

Mr. Tweedy. No.
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1 Senator Schweikar Do you know Mr. Harman Horton, or did

2 you know him?

Mr. Tweedy. Indeed, vary well

5

6

7

8

Senator Schweikar Did you know a

Acting Chief of the Near

Mr. Tweedy. Yes, I

Senator Schweikar.

Eastern, South Asian Division?

did, sir.

The Committee has a record of a memo

there sent from Mr . hToWfflSre comms a Health Alteration

Operation Against the Colonel.

10 Mr. Tweedy. I have never heard of the phrase Health

Alteration.

Senator Schweikar. None of this is fam iliar to you.

1/ ( Mr. Tweedy. It is the first time I have ever heard of it.

]Senator Schweikar. That is all I have.

] i| Mr. Dawson. You described this operation anainst Lumumba
11

1G !■ at various times in your testimony'as exploratory. To the

}7 b best of your knowledge, or your knowledqe now having been

refreshed, having seen a variety of documents, was anybody ever

asked by the CIA to assassinate Lumumba?

Mr. Tweedy.

For instance

No third party, no aoent.

who appears in this traffic,

i: he was never asked to assassinate Lumumba. When you say that

; / ■ I characterized it as exploratory, may I just expatiate on that

L for a moment?

>. ■ p Whenever
• I,

under our system and in our profession, you no c.
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1 to tha field asking that something be accomplished which clearly

2 is not the sort of thing that you just do off the top of your

head, like having lunch with Mr. Smith tomorrow, but achieving

3 tha difficult result, tha task of the field is to exolore tha

5 feasibility of such a request by Headquarters.

$ This might be done quite quickly. It might take an

7 infinite amount of time. Headquarters would expect the field

d j to report regularly on its progress, giving Headquarters a chance

$ j to comment, as we have done in this traffic. This particular 

b modus operand! was no different in this case than the cases of

H ‘ infinitely less sensitivity or importance. That aspect of it

■ ■; was quite routine. There was no way in tha world that the Chie:

1/■ of Station was goir.o to come back, air, I understand what you 
'I

] -1 j want, I will have it down in twenty-four hours. He had no

1inkling that this was going to occur. It took him obviously,

1 *' * totally by surprise. He had to sit down and examine the

J" feasibility of it. In tha end, he could not coma un with ar.

answer.

I think the exploratory nature is in th -i innate nature o: 

our business or. someth i r.o of that kind.

Hr. Dawson. Thank you.

Hr. Ki rbow. Mr . Tweedy, assuming that tha '.Chief of 

Station out there had thn impression at tha time that tha 

meBSoiujer, or any other reasor., that thin was authorized by thn 

president of the United States, this whole operation, knowing
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1 what you know about tha bualnass, would ha have conducted

2 himself any differently than what you now see as this case?

b Mr. Tweedy. Not the slightest. He would consider himself

in a disciplined organization, a servant of his chain of command

5 as a member of the organisation and not receiving some direct

6 word from the President which, in effect, would have made him

feel to go out and do anything he pleased.

Mr. Kirbow. Is it not the paramount situation, the non-

9 attribution type situation, was the only thing that he could

1G undertake, that it could not be attributed to the United States?

1; Mr. Tweedy. That was inherent in all of the corresDOndenC':

? on the subject, our intercourse in the field on this. 1 think 
>1

i/, '• this makes it amply clear in something like this, on attribu-

ition obviously would be very important. The other was lust.

i . I’ plain feasible access.
“Il

p. Mr. Kirbow. Thank you.

• I Mr. Smothers. As I listen to the testimony here, we mav

i.. not be terribly clear on what would have happened had our Chie4

> . of Station come up with what he considered to he a feasible

plan.

How would he have communi ca *■ ed a feasible Hau back 

you?

Mr. Tweedv. Through this channel.

Mr . Smothers. Wha ♦- would have happened it' vou had r .

for example, the message from him that we now have a feasible
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1 plan for the removal or the killing?

Mr. Tweedy. I would immediately have shared it with Mr.

Bissell. After that. I can only speculate what would happen

5

6

7

b

" and I know Mr. Bissell would have talked to Mr. Dulles. Where

;j it would have gone from there, I just cannot do anything more
| than speculate. I do not think that would be very helpful.

'j My duty was .quite clear. I was charged up the chain

j of command. I would probably comment on it onerationa11y to

। Mr. Bissell. I would say, professionally this seems sound or 

professionally t do not agree with it.

Mr. Smothers. It is your assumption that it would have 

qor.o up evar. beyond Mr. Dulles, your assumption from your yeurn 

of work with the Agency?

Mr. Tweedy. I think that would be fair to say, but that

; . y would depend so much on the understanding between Mr. Dulles

■ " and the policy levels of government to which I was not privy,

I really cannot comment substantively on that.

Mr. Smothers. I have soma problem in looking back at th^.

testimony, your previous testimony -- which I realize you have 

not had a chance to review. The first of what, you say or. nag*'. 

34 of the. transcript is tha*- this operation against Lumumba 

was certainly something, thet was so extraordinary that vou wou1 

havu gone to bed dud got un thinking about Lumumba -- T use 

your words here -- vet at that time your recollection was

certainly not as clear as it was from a review of the documents.
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1 In your experience, are we -.talking about this activity

2 J being an extraordinary situation?

/. Mr. Tweedy. The only one to which I was ever exposed of

' its kind.

5 Mr. Smothers. In terms — the only one of its kind, you

6 ,, mean the only one involving an assassination?

7 Mr. Tweedy. Let us be quite clear; exactly. I was never

personally involved in any conversation* about a specific

9 assassination at any other time in my career in the Agency, nor 
p ■! was I aware of any other, so this was the only one that I

. personally had any experience with.

1 . Mr . Smothers. After looking at the documented evidence,

. . your memory is now much better concerning your own involvement 

i- in th* cable traffic.

Mr. Tweedy. In the specificities of it, Mr. Smothers, 

t r- yas. In terms of the general role I played as Chief of the

Africa Division, there was niv«r any doubt about that, but 

the specificities of this, real-lv -- I had forgotten, as I

§ told Mr. Baron the other dav, for example, that there was a
£9

t period when Lumumba was actually in the hands of the U.N. I 

had just foraotten.

I had not remembered that Mr. O'Donnell had bean asked bv

? Mr. Bissell to assist the Chief of Station in this operation

: , . until I was reminded of it. I’m afraid that's my frailty.

But that is - - my conscience, however, is quite clear, hut;
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my memory is' not quite as clear.

Mr. Smothers. I do not want to belabor the documents we 

have gone over today. As you have reviewed them and as you 

' recall this timeframe, and giving us some assistance in inter

preting what the documents sav, is there any other matter that 

bears on the question of the discussions surrounding the 

j Lumumba case that we have not gone into that have come to mind 

as you think about the circumstances of this case that you thin

9 will be helpful to this Committee in understanding, if you will

in both the question of the flow of authority and indeed the scop*

11 ’! of what was intended?

Mr. Tweedy. From the time that this was first broached ’o

1? me by Mr. Bissell, I do not believe I discussed this matter

Im with anybody else but Mr. Bissell; certainly Mr. Gottlieb^when

1 he went out on this tripj certainly now that I've been reminded

1 '■ ' of his tasking by Mr. Bissell, Mr. O'Donnell; obviously, the

IV ’ Chief of Station; and my Dauutv.

I never discussed it ever with Mr. Helms. I suppose I

did discuss it with Mr. Dulles. I think it was much more that

I knew perfectly well that Mr. Dallas was familiar with it 

rather than T actually had any conversation with Mr. Dulles on 

it. I think those were all conducted by Mr. Bissell and passed 

down to me, I do not think T probably had any.

Mr, Smothers. Let me understand the reference to Mr^__ |

**0'DounV 117 Are you saying you probably discussed it with him?
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e

1
Mr. Tweedy. No, I think probably I did not directly. I

3

f

3

a

t

i

2

5

6

7

a

9

JO

1

14

11

16

1 7

1

was perfectly aware of his knowledge of it, but at this point

I cannot recall having discussed it with him

To put it differently, there was no reason for me to

because I would have had nothing to say to him that I was not

saying to Mr. Bissell, who in turn

Mr. Dulles, as he saw fit. And in

invited by Mr. Dulles, I would not

command.

of?

the

would have passed it to

any event, that (mless

have jumped the chain of

Mr. Smothers. I have nothing further.

Senator Huddleston. Mr. Schwarz?

Mr.

Mr .

only

Schwarz

Tweedy.

question

This is the only killing

The only killing incident

of assassination which (a)

1 have «var played any rol« in.

incident you know

I know of. It is

I knew of, or (h)

Mr. Schwarz. You refer to the special channel of cable

thr Y.Q^ROP.

Did you ever us« the ¥,Q*’ROP in any other

Tweedy. '>LQPROr was a or.e-time thine

tion• Wb conid

and there would

up - •

Mr. Baron.

review staff of

operation?

for this oper <s --

ha V’-. a ttowpt ad to assassinate

always have been an additional

sno,non

channel

peopn.

We ware told by the lYpPHOP channel, by

the CIA that the channel was set un for
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5

6

7

only us* for the Chief of the Afties Division, primarily for

personnel Mattars; that it1'was taken advantage o f for

j this operation because it already existed, 
s

Mr. Tweedy. I will not gainsay them, but I think they are

J wrong. I think this was set up purposefully for this. This

|j cryptonym was only used for this particular operation. I do 

j not think it had anything to do --

“ - Mr. Kirbow. You were Chief of the Africa Division?
i

’ n Mr. Tweedy. I do not think it had anythin^ to do whatsoever
h

with other sensitive matters in the Division, not at all.

5 
a

0 
£

B

Mr. Schwarz. Both in the sense that this is the only 

assassination matter that you were ever connected with and the

1 -■ special treatment of the cables, it was a matter of signifar.t 

- •• importance at the time, was it not?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes, it was a matter of significant importa.

as I made clear to Mr. Baron this morning and Mr. Dawson. The

setting up of spacial channels and special indicators for 

sens i t i ve operations was and is a corn pl ote 1 y common occur r ence 

in the Agency. It has nothin'! to do specifically with assassi

nation; a very common occurrence.

Mr. Schwarz. Do you know any other incident in which

poisons were used in your experience?

Mr. Tweedy. No.

Mr. Scwharz. When. di-1 you first recall -- Mr. Tweedy, yo;:

have appeared befor* us this summer formally and in this occar.i'n.
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1 । formally this morning• You wars examined under oath on

2 j September 9th and you appeared before us informally on one or 

5 !i two occasions.
1,

•; ' Mr. Tweedy. No, just once, whenever that was; this must

5 j have been back in June or July.

6 ij Mr. Schwarz. When did you first recall that poisons were 
!i

7 il used to attempt or prepare to assassinate Patrice Lumumba? 

a ij Mr. Tweedy. By having my memory jogged, I guess. I
9 !i remember the first time it was mentioned when somebody said, 

j (■. would it have bean possible that poison had been sent to the 

j- f Station? I said, yes, indeed, it would have bean possible.

t -■ Did I know that the Chi af of Sta t ion had sent poison ther a, tha ►

i ■: ■ he had kept it in his refrigerator? I said no, T did not recall 

it, but that I would not aainsay it, tha* if someone testified 

. . ii that it was there this has all come back as a result of mv 

, - memory being jogged.

... ■ I was not -- certainly the poison was considered; that T

. remember quite clearly.

, Mr. Schwarz. from the beginning?

Mr. Tweedy. Yes. That was obviously one of the ways that 

it might have been carried out.

Mr. Schwarz. I would 1ikto explore for a moment, o' di1 

the methods that you used to jog your memory, we showed von 

documents. Did you see any documents at the Anancy? 
• - ' 1

Mr. Tweedy. Mo, I have seen none, not have T talked to
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1 know

2

You did not talk to Mr. Bissell?

5

6 not talked

9

1G staff of thisthe

Mr. Tweedy. Correct.

current or former Agency employee?talked to anynot

Mr. Tweedy,

have discussed with them, as I toldonly thingThe you,

job with the Agency this summer.working on ouess

primariIvtold Mr. Elder

No nointor something.to find out whether I could gat a car

told mfr.would not have

anything about it.

to take steos to move

" towards the assassination of Patrice Lumumba, did you consider

TOP SECRET

Fields?Hr

because he

Fields? I haveI have not seen Mr

Committee is that right?

You have not talked to any current or have

and I felt,

sirNo,

When you ware toldSchwarz.Mr

Mr. Schwarz

If not, why not?deciining to do that?

I will try to be as honest with you asMr. Tweedy.

Schwarz.Mr.

anybody। because there is nobody to talk to who, you

participated in this experience with me

I have not talked to Mr. Bissell

Mr. Schwarz

Mr. Tweedy.

Mr. Schwarz

Mr. Tweedy.

him by phone or any other way, nor have I seen any files.

The totality of your effort to refresh your-

self has been efforts in the course of working with people on

not on the subject of this field.

If 1 was

was goina to be going up to testify

in discussing it with him,

; 1 Coftaiiilv did not attempt to decline it
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1

2

of the position of the government on the thing, that at least

the exploration of this, or possibility of removing Lumumba

from power in the Congo was an objective worth pursuing.

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mr,

Mr

Mr

Mr.

Schwarz.

Tweedy.

Schwarz.

Tweedy.

Including killing him?

Yes. I suspect I was ready to consider this.

That was an objective worth pursuing, right?

Getting rid of him was an objective worth

pursuing* and if the government and

it, professionally, I was perfectly

it, yes.

my betters wished to pursue

willing to play my role in

Mr. Scwharz. Ixjoking back now from the perspective of

1975, do you think the United States should continue to enter*
c

tain assassinations of foreign oolitical leaders?

Mr. Tweedy. I have never thought the t assassination in

most cases was anything more than a mugs game, for the simple

■■ reason that I do not think in most cases, because I think ar.

17 - excellent case could have been made that the early elimination

of Hitler would have saved us all a hell of a lot of trouble.

But that was an almost uninut case. Most peoula do not cor.t.r.’.'l

situations totally within themselves. I think Hitler did,

I know somet hing abou** tha*- .

In other words, I don't think anybody else would have

t
continued if Hitler had either had a h^art attack or disaun

I think the thing would have folded.

In most cases, I think we kid ourselves that getting rid

TOP SECRET
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4

5

6

of7

8

9

io !

non-productive.

two intelligence services?the

have done it with some of

other services have done it.

Agency, I remember quite

game like this whether

w« all agreed that th

answer would be

would be no end

knowledge

TOP SECRET

happened, to my

I mention it, services haveMr. Tweedy. The only reason

to it. In of course, it. never has

of — Henry II said* this turbulent priest is in effect* take

to do it all over again* it would be my strong

recommendation that we not gat into it. I Lwas never in any

doubt whatsoever about it on a professional basis* because there

always was a possibility that the Soviets might try this kind

thing on what I would call a professional basis

Mr. Schwarz. What do. you mean, professional basis?

Mr. Tweedy. Get at our sources, or conceivably even

getting to staff officers, this type of thing. I was never in

i:

mid tape

any doubt whatsoever that to engage in anything like this, if

the Soviets should show inclination to do so would be tota11v

Mr. Schwarz. You mean having a war back and forth between

done this. The Soviets certainly

their own operational agents, and

We had a couple of conversations in th«

informa 1, if the Soviets ever started a

it would be worth retaliating. T think

no. Two can clay at. this name, and there



1
What was so spacial about Lumumba that

2 justified killing him?

Mr. Tweedy There was nothing spacial about Lumumba as

person.a

Mr, Schwarz
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Mr. Schwarz

from Hitler', whom

Mr. Tweedy

has

In that sansa, you would distinguish him

you did say was special as a parson?

No, let ma try to answer your question, which

to be answered more fully than just discussing Lumumba.

The concern with Lumumba was not really the concern with

Lumumba as a person. Tt

point in the new African

balance of the Continent

was concerned at this very pregnant

development of the effect on the

of a disintegration of the Congo, and

1 it was the general feeling that Lumumba had it within his

power to bring about this dissolution, and this

that it would merely ba the start the Congo,

the largest geographical expression.- Contained

enormously important

the Congo itself, is

was cons id »red to be

stability of Africa,

chances were Nigeria

This

world was

was the fear

after all, was

in it ware

mineral resources. Africa

adjacent to Nigeria, which

as

at

a whole

that point

one of the main hopes of the future

and if the Conoo had fallen, then the

would be seized with ths same infection.

was why Washington, after the point the Western

so concerned about Lumumba, not because there was

something unique about

Mr. Schwarz. Did

Lumumba, but it was the Congo.

you ever consider in your discussion of

TOP SECRET
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1 this subject what affact it would have 1 ^5
gA

^w position in Africa if it were to be known the policy makers

in Africa sat around thinking about killing Patrice Lumumba?

4

5

6

7

8

9

Mr. Tweedy. Policy makers in America? j

Mr. Schwarz. Yes.

Mr. Tweedy. Indeed we did* which was one of the reasons, 

one of the sine qua nons of this operation was that the American. 

hand would be totally hidden* which was* amongst'others« a 

criteria that we ware never able to achieve.

10

2 1 [: not

Mr. Schwarz. In fact* it is probably something that is

possible to achieve, is it not?

p ■' Mr. Tweedy. It is never possible to achieve anything with 

2;r ;; 100 percent assurance, no. Certainly you can achieve profession* 1 

tz results with a high degree of assurance, but you can never co

15 J 

if
16 J

further than that.

Mr. Schwarz. I have nothing further.

Senator Huddleston. I have nothing further and a vote

is on.

Am I to understand that. Senator Church is coming back or 

net?

Hr. Schwarz. I did not. have that, impression.

Senator Huddleston. We will recess at this time.

(Whereupon, at 5:10 o'clock p.m. the hearing concluded.)
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